Introduction
Quasiconformal mappings in space are known to have many rigidity proper- ties. For instance, 1.1. Theorem (Martio-Sarvas, [MS, 3.17] ). Let D C E" , n 2 3, be a b-uniform domain. There is a constanl Ko -Ks(b,n) > 1 sucå that every IocaJIy K -quasiconformal mapping on D with K 3 Ko is iryective.
1.2. Theorem (Väisälä, [V4, 6.2, 6 .12]). Let D c R'" , n 2 2, be a bounded b-uniformdomain, andlet f : D --+ R' be a,n s-quasisymmetricembedding. There exisfs a constant so : so(brn) > 0 such that f h* a K -quasiconformal extension to Rn, whenever s ( ss, In addition, K -t a"s s ---+ 0.
Flor the undefined notions here and below see Section 2.
In this note we shall study the interrelations of these two aspects of rigiditg the injectivity and extendability of mappings. We begin with a necessa.ry condition for the rigidity of a domain and, in particular, show: If D is a domain in R', n 2 3,and ifthere is a constant K0 > 1 such that every locally I(s-quasiconformal mapping on D is injective, then D must be linearly locally connected. Next, we combine this fact with the above extension theorem of VåiisäIä and obtain the following result (which has also been announced by Trotsenko in [T1] ; for related topics see [T2] ).
1.3.Theorem. Let D CE, n)3,beab-uniformdomain. Thereis a constant Kt : K{b,n) ) L sucå that every quasiconformal mapping f on D with I<(f) S K1 has a quasiconformal extension i,E" --Tf" . Moreover, I{(f) -1 as ^Ir(/) --r 1.
Applying Theorem 1.3, we then get a new and larger class of domains having the injectivity property of Theorem 1.1. We call these domains uniformly collared and show that for them also Theorem 1.3 remains valid.
In the plane the Schwa,rzian norm , sf -'(f"lf')'-iu"lf)', 
whenever a, ö and r lie in D and la-xlllb -rl < L*'J.f s, cf.. [TV] and [V4] . It follows from [V4, 2.3] that if / is quasimöbius or quasisymmetric in the above sense, then l, [GP, Lemma 3.1]: There exists a quasiconformal mapping /: Ff" -r E* such that f(t): y, f(z): z for z eE" \B(to,cr), and
follows from the definition of &s that kB(r,V) < 2lG-1). Thus, by Lemma 3.1, 1og.[f(D) < logK(/) < 4(n-t)/("-1) and (2.5) holds whenever c> L*4(n-L)
Since the condition (2.6) can be reduced to (2.5) For each, € N define the function öi@) : ma":r{0, n(log s)/(log j) } and then set, using the polar coordinates in the t1t2-plane, gi?,Ö,r) : (r,Ö+ Öi@),r) and 91(m) : oo. By arguing as in [G3, Lemma 1], we deduce that gi is arr (1 +n/logj)-quasi-isometry in R', hence K;-quasiconformal with K; = (L + r/logj)z(n-t1, and so 9; does have the required properties.
b) It is equally straightforward to verify that the linearly locally connected wedge domain D : {(tr,tr,w)€ Rx Rx R"-2: t1 ) 0, 0 < ltzl <t?} is not rigid.
Extension of quasiconformal mappings
The following simple observation is the link between the injectivity and extendability properties needed in the proof of Theorem 1.3. 6-unifo1m, 6: b(b) . By [MS, Theorem a.za] g is injective whenever llsrlla, S eo : ro(6). Moreo 
